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SWAP downlight
SWAP is the new recessed LED downlight by Arkoslight, designed
to replace recessed MR16 luminaires with obsolete halogen light
sources for this modern, economical and efficient designer product
with LED technology.
Thanks to a unique modular design, SWAP can be adapted to suit
any fitting hole diameter from 62mm to 101mm. To this end, three
sizes have been designed which all include a ring accessory for
enlarging the bezel diameter as necessary. This enables a single
SWAP fitting to cover a range of hole diameters whilst maintaining
its attractive minimalist aesthetic.
With features and a performance superior to any retrofit alternative,
no need for repainting or adjustments to the ceiling and a simple,
tool-free installation thanks to an easy clip system, SWAP is a lowglare, elegant stand-out in the LED downlight market.
See more...

POULTER downlight
With 56 different variants, POULTER is the most flexible downlight
on the market in terms of its ability to fit need. Various combinations
of reflector and diffuser in sizes S, M or L can tailor POULTER to
your specific application, with the option of further customisation
available on request.
POULTER delivers discreet styling, wattages15w - 33w, an efficacy
of up to 104 lm/W, lumen outputs from 1150lm - 3300lm and colour
temperatures of 3000K or 4000K, making it possible to choose the
very best on even the tightest budget.
The full metal housing means you can rely on the construction of
POULTER to live up to its great lifetime of 55,000 hours/ L80 (S/M
versions) and 50,000/ L80 (L version)


3H emergency kits available in all variants



IP40 or IP54 protection covers



ambient temperatures of -5°C to +35°C (S) and -20°C to
+35°C (M/L)
See more...

DP7 / Taurus
These 316 stainless steel downlight (DP7) and inground up-lighters
(Taurus) from the One Lighting range are perfect for any coastal
environment. Taurus available with square or round option, with
28° narrow reflector and has adjustable lamp housing. DP7 has a
47° wide reflector. All fittings feature:


7watt COB Bridgelux LED (3000k warm white)



Aluminium housing, 316 stainless steel trim and screws



IP67 rating



'drive-over' rating

See more...

In stock now—contact us for details.

Santa & Cole visit
We were delighted to have a visit from Jordi Nadal and Josep Ma
Serra from one of our favourite suppliers Santa & Cole at the end
of last year.
Amongst the new products unveiled, we were also treated to a
preview of some of the new ‘golden collection’ products.
See more...

